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HI, IT’S CHRISTIAN AND
WELCOME TO THE GROWTH
FUNNEL JOURNEY EBOOK GUIDE.

THIS IS OUR SIGNATURE SYSTEM AND
IT HELPS YOUR BUSINESS TO ACHIEVE
PROFITABLE GROWTH BY GETTING YOUR
PRODUCT OR SERVICE IN FRONT OF
MORE PROSPECTS, THEN CONVERTING
THEM INTO INTERESTED EMAIL
SUBSCRIBERS WITH THE USE OF AN
ONLINE DIGITAL SALES FUNNEL. THEN
WE INTERVIEW YOU AND USE YOUR
ANSWERS TO BUILD ALL OF THE
CONTENT AND THAT HELPS INFLUENCE
YOUR IDEAL CLIENTS BUYING JOURNEY.

A JOURNEY THAT....

BUILDS TRUST,
DEVELOPS
RELATIONSHIPS
AND PROVES THAT YOU ARE AN...
AUTHORITY

FIELD

OF

WITHIN

EXPERTISE

YOUR

CHOSEN

Thank you for clicking through and I appreciate
that you have taken the time to find out more
about how this new marketing strategy can help
your business generate more sales leads who can
be converted into profitable sales.

Now, if you’re anything like me - you probably
want to jump straight into the map and find out if
this is going to work for your business or not.
So I will try to be fast - this guide has been
designed to make sure you know you are in the
right place. If any of this resonates with you, we
have created a short video series for you to
watch at the end of this guide, that reveals how
we can help you achieve amazing results.

We also run Live Webinars that go through each
of the 3 core elements in more detail so if you
have any questions after watching this guide and
want us to answer them, make sure to register
when you next see one of our registration emails.

Otherwise feel free to simply book an Audit and
Mapping call by clicking on the registration
button at the end of this guide so we can go
through the Growth Funnel Journey in private.
It’s time to stop getting distracted by all of the
tools and shortcuts that are not necessary and
just cause overwhelm and confusion.

I want to show you that all you need are 3 core
focus elements and that's it. These elements
don't require any fancy tools or short cuts they
simply use old school methods that drives
awareness to get your business in front of more
people.

And we do this with 31 x Blogs, 369 x Social Media
posts, an eBook Lead Magnet, 11 x Videos Scripts,
8 x Website pages, 15 x emails, and a Webinar.
All from a 1 Hour interview with you.
After that 1 hour interview - your job is done - and
we do the rest.

You can see on the map that everything is
focused on 3 core elements that make up the
Growth Funnel Journey - they are your Social
Media Marketing - your Lead Magnet and your
Sales & Marketing Funnel.

They take the guesswork out of attracting new
ideal clients into your business, so you can build
trust, authority and relationships with your new
traffic, convert them into interested email
subscribers and then get them on a call to convert
them into ideal buying clients.

People buy from people and this hyperactive and
accelerated marketing landscape has changed the
way we meet our sales leads and our clients.
Which means as a business owner you're going to
need to embrace these new changes and start
ramping up your online activity. Otherwise you run
the risk of being left behind.

And the fastest and the cheapest way to do this, is
to start with your social media awareness. It's time
to build a community of people who are interested
in your product or service and can be converted
into interested email subscribers who can
eventually be converted into ideal clients.

To do this effectively, you need to be seen as an
authority within your chosen field of expertise.
Each of these 3 core elements have their own
unique set of 3 conversion focus areas that make
up the entire framework and get you seen as an
authority.

They work together to automate and perpetuate
your sales process, converting cold sales leads
into warm sales leads and then warm sales leads
into into Ideal buying Clients.
So let's start with element 1 - your social media
marketing - and its 3 conversion focus areas Channels and Mapping - Interview and Generate
and Pipeline and Advertise.

Your social media marketing is designed to build
your online social foundation without adding any
risk to your business or using up any of your time.
We start with your social media awareness
because your numbers will never lie to you - and
when I say numbers - I mean your Google
Analytics - your numbers always tell you the truth.

So by starting with your social media marketing we
can measure your Post Engagements, Potential
Reach, Impressions, Posts Published, Posts
Scheduled and Posts Generated.
We start with the conversion focus area called Channels and Mapping..

First we need to make sure all of your social media
channels are setup and fully optimised. I'm talking
about Google, LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube and even Instagram!
They all need to be congruent with your branding
and messaging.

And they all need to be promoting your content and
driving traffic back to specific pages of your website.
We are going to be posting 259 social posts across all
of your platforms, so we need to make sure they are all
setup and optimised to help convert your new traffic.

Then we need to make sure your analytics are
setup correctly. It's not just about having your
website setup with the Google Analytics code, we
will setup Google Tag Manager so that we can
generate remarketing advertising campaigns from
the different content and web pages your traffic
lands on.

Once your channels and tracking codes are all
setup, we move onto the Mapping section. This is
where we jump on a call and position your product
or service within a strategic mapping system. It’s
actually the exact same map we are using right
now. We create 3 core sections to focus on and
within each of the core sections we decide on the
3 topics that make up that section.

This allows us to create all of your content and
know exactly where to position it all within your
new sales and marketing funnel.
Now you are ready to move onto the next
conversion focal area called - Interview and
Generate.

This is where we book in your 1 hour Interview.
This interview is called ‘Sections and Topics’
because we will be asking questions focused
around the Map we just created for your business.
We record your answers so that we can talk freely
and without any distractions. The questions are
based on 3 sections that make up your business
and the product or service you provide.

The first section is focused on the core Foundation
of your business, what makes your business
unique and what helps you stand out from your
competitors.
Then the second section is focused on the building
blocks that make up your solution.

Then we move onto the third section that is all
about your - Solution. This is where we future pace
your ideal clients and show them how your
solution will deliver the end desired solution and
results that they are searching for.
Then your work is done.

We go away and move onto the next focus area
called - Generate - which is where we build your
20 x Blogs, and 259 x Social Media posts. Once we
have completed them all, we launch and start
scheduling and posting your content across all of
your social platforms.

Which means you are ready for the final focus area
within element 1 - Pipeline and Advertise.
This is where we provide you with a weekly
analytic pipeline updates, so you can monitor the
activity as your posts and blogs start increasing
your awareness and building a community of
interested prospects.

Every post has a call to action to get your traffic
onto your website and consume your blogs. As
your traffic starts to self select the content that
they are interested in and click through to read
your blogs, we use your tracking codes to segment
them into different categories of interest. Allowing
us to start advertising and showing content that
they are interested in.

We start to use remarketing advertising that is
very efficient and Cheap. This means your
community will continue to see your branding and
your product or service messaging which means
you really start to build trust, authority and new
relationships.

Once your Google Analytics numbers prove to you
that there are people out there who are interested
in your product or service and consuming your
content, you are ready to move onto Element 2
and start converting your traffic into interested
email subscribers and ideal clients.

Element 2 is focused on building a Lead Magnet
that is an eBook delivering specific content that is
offered to your new prospects as a download in
return for their email address.
Now that element 1 has created your social
awareness and your community is familiar with your
branding and your product or service messaging.

You have now earnt the right to ask for their email
address and move the relationship with them to
the next level. Once you have their email address
you can start building a stronger level of trust,
authority and relationships.
To do this we focus on another set of 3 conversion
areas called - Trojan Horse Lead Magnet Evergreen Customer Journey and Sales Leads and
Ideal Clients.

We call the Lead Magnet a Trojan Horse lead
Magnet because it has a lot of additional content
hidden within it that your ideal clients won't be
expecting. It’s not just an eBook, we also convert it
into a Video, a presentation and an Audio. Then we
create another 11 x Lead Magnet Blogs, 35 x
Emails, 110 x Lead Magnet Awareness Social Media
Posts and even a Lead Magnet Webinar.

That's right - if you want your lead magnet to be
successful and convert interested email
subscribers into your evergreen customer journey
- you will need all of this additional supporting
content and a webinar.

So once we have created all of this content for
you, we add it to your social media posting
schedule that was started in Element 1 and it
builds to your momentum and gets all of your
traffic clicking through to your lead magnet, and
thanks to the Google Tag Manager you will now be
laser targeted with your advertising so your
conversions will steadily increase.
And it doesn't even end there, now that you have a
lead magnet that is converting your traffic into
interested email subscribers and your google
analytics is showing you the numbers so you know
exactly what is happening.
You need to start building a new level of trust,
develop stronger relationships and prove that you
are an authority within your chosen Niche.

Which is why we move onto your next conversion
focus area called your - Evergreen Customer
Journey.
This is simply the continuation of your lead magnet
content that enables you to continue your sales
leads education on the relevance and importance
of your product or service features and benefits.

The more you can connect your product or service
to your sales leads end desired results that they’re
searching for, the faster you can convince them to
get on a call with you or attend a webinar.
Your Evergreen Customer Journey plays three very
serious roles that relate directly to your future
online success.

The first is to prove that your interested email
subscribers are interested in your product or
service, the second is to convert these interested
email subscribers into highly qualified sales leads
and filter out the time wasters. And the third is to
plant the emotional selling triggers that help
influence their buying behaviours.

We call this customer journey evergreen because
as you get to understand your community and use
your analytics to see what content is being
consumed the most, we focus your webinars on
these subjects and use their feedback to update
the content within your evergreen customer
journey.

This is how you continue to increase your trust,
authority and relationships, by always providing your
sales leads with the content that they are searching
for and the solution that they need and want.
We show you how this is done on our live webinars
and also go into detail in the free video series, more
on that later.

Your answers from the interview are converted
into a series of 11 x video scripts that deliver all of
your product or service features and benefits
within an easy to consume website portal that sits
within your existing website.
We build 8 x new website pages that holds all 11
videos and any additional content.

We then repurpose your video scripts into another
set 11 blogs and 110 x awareness social media posts
to help generate a consistent, predictable and highly
qualified flow of new sales leads that can easily be
converted into profitable sales.
Which brings us onto the final conversion focal point
within element 2 - Sales Leads and Ideal Clients.

This is where we load your 11 new blogs into your
website and start posting your new 110 awareness
social posts by implementing them into your
element 1 posting structure.
All of these new posts will have a call to action to
either jump on a call with you or attend one of
your live webinars where you can easily convert
them into ideal buying clients.

And now you will have a good indication from your
analytics what your strongest keywords are, which
means we launch a new advertising strategy to
attract even more ideal clients into your website with
the intention of getting them into your sales funnel.

By now you will have 31 x blogs, 369 x social
media posts and regular advertising campaigns
with specific remarketing technique that are all
focused on generating new sales which means you
are ready for element 3 - your Sales Funnel.
Your sales funnel is left to last because this is
where all of the monitoring begins.

Now that you have element 1 using your
information to attract traffic into your business and
element 2 using transformation techniques to
convert your traffic into interested email
subscribers and ideal clients. It's now time to
manage each element and make the necessary
iterations to keep improving its performance and
generating more sales.

To do this we apply a set of 12 x conversion focal
points to your Digital Marketing and 8 x conversion
focal points to your Sales Marketing. And these
conversion focal points are all monitored by a
funnel tracker system, making it easier to discuss
each major conversion point during regular
business review meetings.

So that's it - and the main takeaway here is that we
do all of this from only 1 hour of your time!
And another key takeaway is - this is based on a 3
element framework - which means you only need
to do one element at a time.
Therefore you do not need to pay for an entire
marketing campaign upfront.

Instead you start with Element 1 which is a low
cost of entry - you get to test your blog content,
your social media posting and your advertising to
see if you can generate traffic and interested
prospects. Then when your analytics prove to you
that you are ready, you can move onto element 2
with the confidence that you will gain a return on
your marketing spend…

Which means, we have significantly reduced the
amount of time you need to invest in this marketing
campaign because we do all the world for you and
then we have significantly reduced the entry price
so you are not putting your business at risk.

So if any of this has resonated with you and you
would like to learn more, you have two choices.
You can click below on the audit and mapping call
to fast track your success or you can click the
introduction course button to continue your
learning experience.

EITHER WAY, I HOPE TO
TALK WITH YOU SOON
Thank you for your time.
I appreciate you making it
this far and I really hope I get
a chance to talk soon.
All the best, and don't forget
to book your call...
Bye for now...

So, I encourage you to click the button and learn
more about our Audit and Mapping call that we
offer - it's a fast track solution:

LEARN MORE

Or check out our FREE Signature Solution
Introduction Course.
This is our premium service.
Thank you for your time and I look
forward to connecting with inside
the course...

LEARN MORE

